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Rethinking Feedback
By Sara Lohrmann
Applied Arts

Two words, “I’m afraid,” were
not something that I expected
to hear in response to learning.
This was my turning point. These
two words got me asking more
questions than I thought possible about my teaching practices. These two words followed
a simple question, “Why aren’t
you participating in lab today?”
The student quickly responded,
“I’m afraid. I am a terrible cook
and I don’t want to lose points in
the lab.” This single experience
heightened my curiosity for new
practices within the classroom to
ultimately increase student willingness to embrace challenge and
not be afraid to make a mistake
while learning something new.

course, was this a simple last
minute scare tactic to motivate
this student, or was my intention
to warn the parent(s)/guardian(s)?
And is failure something to be
feared? Haven’t studies proven that
failure does not motivate students
and in fact may guide students to
fulfilling this expectation? Does this
statement help teach students to
approach the task differently and/
or put more effort into learning it?
Is this statement helping to teach
them that failure and mistakes
can be a large part of learning and
innovation?

Eliminating the Fear of Failure
So next, I did what every old cheerleader would do… made signs to
encourage the spirit of learning and
Two New Practices
posted them in the room. “Learn
There were two new practices that how to cook—try new recipes,
I tried, Evidence Based Reportlearn from your mistakes, be fearing and feedback language. First,
less, and above all have fun.” – Julia
Evidence Based Reporting took
Child. The Family & Consumer
the focus away from reporting
Sciences team added projects and
points and onto student learning. labs to embrace innovation, the
Next, I wondered how I could use design process, and make learning
growth language in feedback to
a fun challenge. We set guidelines
students, as I was afraid of inadand expectations to help students
vertently communicating a fixed
feel safe with failure and aimed to
mindset that could restrict their
promote trying new things while
growth? I began to evaluate how I reassuring them that they would be
was communicating with them… assessed multiple times throughand there it was in plain letters
out the semester and it was okay to
on a student progress report—a
learn from mistakes.
Canned Comment, “In danger of
failure,” with no additional infor- Growth Language
mation attached to the comment. After changes in curriculum,
I felt my face turn pale and looked instruction, and assessment, the
down to think. Do they even
questions circled back to rethinking
know why they may not pass the

feedback. Could Canned Comments using growth mindset language be developed to increase student dedication, perseverance, and
willingness to learn new things?
Dweck (2006) stated, “Growth
mindset is based on the belief that
your basic qualities are things you
can cultivate through your efforts.”
Creating a list of canned comments
focused on student efforts that
could be connected to learning
target verbiage used in Evidence
Based Reporting to aide in timely
teacher feedback and serve as a
reminder of growth language used
in feedback was the next venture.
Using Canned Comments with
growth language that are directly
connected to course specific scaled
learning targets is an efficient way
to communicating student progress. For example, for a learning
target related to evaluating nutrient
density in our Food & Nutrition
course, a teacher may give feedback as, “You demonstrated great
effort to correctly read packaged
food labels. Let’s continue to work
on making connections about how
these foods do or do not meet
health recommendations.” Continuing to rethink feedback and
making a shift to using growth
mindset language may encourage
students to continue to cultivate
their efforts, embrace a challenge,
demonstrate perseverance, and
welcome a life of learning. This
continued growth sets a clear path
toward our mission, “Success for
Every Student.”

Theme
Student Motivation & Time
Management

Traditional Canned Comments
• Needs to work to ability level
• Effort is improving
• Needs to improve motivation
• Consistently gives best effort
• Ineffective use of class time
• Consistently late with work
• Should use group time effectively
• Should use lab time more
effectively
• Uses class time efficiently

My Concerns about Traditional
Canned Comments
Do these comments limit their
potential?
Shouldn’t future potential be
limitless?
Does a current level define their
future ability?
Does this put a cap on the student’s achievement by inferring
that the student cannot, or should
not, surpass the level?

Canned Comments with Growth
Mindset Language
• How can you approach the task
differently and/or put more effort
into it?
• Continue to make improvement in ____ This will really help
you….
• Is there another way you would
like to demonstrate evidence of
this learning target?
• Let’s continue to work on new
approaches to managing class
time effectively.

Does this reinforce the idea that
the fastest one finished is the
smartest?
Does this send the message that
learning must take place in the
classroom?
Differentiated Learning

Poor Quality, Missing or Incomplete Work

• Performance is inconsistent
• Poor homework grades
• Poor lab grades
• Needs to take class notes
• Poor test & quiz grades
• Lab lowers grades
• Work is of superior quality

Do these comments send the
message that learning should be
easy?

• Failed to complete assignments
• Needs to complete make-up
work

Are these statements considering
why the student did not complete
the work?

Are we praising perfection and
encouraging students to seek the
path they know they will score
high in vs. the path that will challenge them?

Does it help to motivate the student to complete the work and/or
learn the material?

Behavior

• Does not follow class rules
• Is disruptive in class
• Is inconsiderate of others
• Poor attitude affects work
• Exemplary cooperation in class

• You demonstrated great effort
trying different strategies to find
a solution. Let’s work together on
___ to continue to…
• It might feel very challenging at
first, but with practice and perseverance you will…
• People learn in different ways,
let’s try ___ when…
• I like the way you took on that
challenging project. You are
going to learn a lot of great things
about…
• That seemed easy for you. Let’s
do something more challenging
so that you can learn from to
expand your learning of…
• It appears that you have been using the same strategies to use this
material, please set up a time with
me to discuss some alternative
strategies to learn this material.
• You have not yet demonstrated
mastery of…
• Continue to practice ___ to
show improvement of…
• It may take more time to become comfortable with ___, but
if you keep putting in effort you
will…
• Please complete revisions, the
extra effort will demonstrate…

Do these statements get to the
• Great job trying something new
bottom of why the student is not
when learning…
following classroom expectations? • Continue to practice respectful
verbal and nonverbal communiWould these comments alone en- cation with others in class.
courage future behavior change?

The A.C.T. Explorer Reading Model
Combining Formative Assessment and Reading Strategies
David Elbaum - Social Studies
Current assessments that are based on out“I don’t care what I think about your
learning, I care what you think about your comes create forces for learners to become
expert guessers or even worse rationalize
learning.”
mental understandings that may be incorRadical right? Why would a teacher not
rect or based on flawed content.
have an opinion about students’ learning?
Are they not gatekeepers to learning? Are With A.C.T. assessment, correct thinkthey not the verifiers of student growth?
ing is as sufficient as a correct outcome.
Only when this thinking is exposed, can
To teach by definition is to give training in a teacher truly see how their students are
or instruction on a particular topic or field performing. Increasing student trust of his
of study. Nowhere in the official definition or her thoughts increases performance,
both in quality and motivation.
of ‘teach’ does it say that a teacher is the
gatekeeper of aptitude. It is this ‘gatekeepA.C.T. Explorer assessments assert that
ing’ mentality that gets teachers off track
students who explore and record their
in the first place. The misapplied role of
thoughts, as well as reflection on those
teacher as gatekeeper turns students into
passive participants in their own learning, thoughts, are faster to real learning than
the student who tries to simply find the
ultimately causing students to throw out
right answer.
the idea of building competency and instead focus on fleeting bursts of learning.
If you want to create powerful and transformative assessments, the A.C.T. Explorer
This is evident in our current assessment
model must be structured with the followmodel as students are graded or judged
ing areas: Artisan, Citizen, and Thinker
on what they know, not on the degree to
which they learn from their reflection and
experience.
Artisan – Components on assessThis is a problem.
However there is a way out of this mess
with A.C.T. (Artisan, Citizen, Thinker)
Assessments!
A.C.T. assessments are powerful formative
assessments that analyze the thinking of
students instead of the students’ aptitude.
How these assessments work is instead of
asking for answers or outcomes, A.C.T.
assessments allow students to answer
with reflective thinking, where students
aren’t graded on the correct outcome they
instead are graded on their ability to articulate and scrutinize their thoughts.

i. What was your teacher’s approach to the
question? Why did they use that strategy?

Citizen – Components of the assessment that challenge students to
scrutinize their own work publicly,
relate their thinking to peers, and
build a learning resiliency.
Some examples include:
Create strategies for reacting to errors.
i. What action steps can you complete to
raise your level of proficiency?
Need other classmates to pressure test
our thinking to shatter delusions.
i. What did your partner teach you about
answering this question, or these types of
questions?

ments that ask the student to critique their own thinking and patterns of reflection.

Thinker – Components of the assessment that challenge students to
search for trains of thinking that lead
to success and examining thinking
through a variety of contexts.

Some examples of this include:

Some examples include:

Articulate why a certain reading strategy
did or did not work and what you learned

Ask them how much they are certain it is
correct?

i. What was your approach to this question?

i. How many times did you differ with
the teacher in your strategy? Why do you
believe this to be the case? If you prefer
your strategy over the teacher’s or your
classmate’s, explain why (defend it).

Act against your own views to challenge
your mental framework. Learning is processing information through a different lens
Which assumption do you think has the
not through the familiar context
highest potential to get right answer?
For example on an A.C.T. a student may
i. Why did you answer that? After listening
answer like this, “I don’t know the answer to the class discussion, explain why is the i. Now that the activity has completed,
what strategy will you use in the future?
but what my thinking is as follows…” That correct answer the correct answer
is, the student acknowledges they have
Remember this, the ability to articulate
hit a limit of their understanding, then
Always search for alternative perspectives
a critique of one’s own work is the true
records their thoughts, and ultimately is
once you feel you have an answer
expression of expertise, not the pursuit of a
evaluated on the quality of those thoughts.
correct outcome.
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Reading: Assess it like you drove it
Tim Foley
Communication Arts

Why this analogy?

How do I do this?

Think about it like the dashboard in a car. It
indicates certain things--speed, amount of
gas, if something needs specific attention like
the oil or the engine. We constantly check this
information--when we start moving, when we
are cruising, and especially when this information tells us something’s wrong.

Here’s a simple set of questions literacy teachers
refer to frequently when asking students about a
text, or parts of a text (thanks to Kelly Gallagher
and Sheridan Blau):

Assessing reading is similar in nature. A talented reader is able to demonstrate mastery of
certain skills that are connected to and build
on each other. Optimally, students transfer
these skills to the reading of different texts. We
are constantly assessing to determine which
skills students specifically need help with at
any given point in time--do they simply need
more gas, or does the engine need work? It
could be one or the other or both, depending
on what the text is.
What does it mean to assess it like you drove it?
Asking the students questions about their
reading. The trick is to ask the right types of
questions--to use the right diagnostic tool-and consider how those questions relate to the
level of difficulty of the text. In general, the
questions fall into two categories: literal and
inferential. Within these categories is a continuum of difficulty. If we are able pinpoint where
a student’s comprehension is breaking down,
we are able to employ strategies (often, other
questions) to help them more effectively.

What does it say? What does it mean? What does
it matter? The final question is what students
need to use to check their understandings: How
do I know that? Simple, but not necessarily easy,
depending on the student and the text.
The how will appear in many different formats-read-aloud, think-alouds, class discussions, annotations, reading inventories, response journals,
really, the possibilities are numerous. What we
note is at which level the student begins to falter
and focus the interventions there. In the case of
a Dickens novel, or the Declaration of Independence, students may struggle with the What does
it say? question. Sometimes it’s difficult to put gas
in A Tale of Two Cities.
The ultimate goal is for students to recognize for
themselves where their comprehension is breaking down and work to help themselves. In the
end, students need to know for themselves whether to check the gas or the engine first, what to do
in either case, and what to do if it’s something
different, like a flat tire, or if they find themselves
driving something else altogether, such as a school
bus.
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The Role of Formative Assessment in
Response to Intervention
Rowena Mak, Ed. D.
Student Learning Programs
To understand the importance of formative assessment in an effective Response
to Intervention (RtI) framework requires
a fundamental understanding of RtI’s
purpose in a student’s learning cycle.

The implementation of a clear and coherent system of embedded feedback and
common formative assessments help us
to answer the second question. Arguably, it is the third question; “How do
we respond when some students do not
RtI is a framework for promoting access learn?” That is most important, and it is
to high-quality core instruction and pro- most certainly the shared responsibility of
viding increasingly intensive educational everyone within our school.
interventions in a timely manner for
students who struggle in core instruction Formative assessments play a crucial role
(National High School Center, National in determining the appropriate intervenCenter on Response to Intervention,
tions for students through the use of data
and Center on Instruction, 2010). RtI
and concrete evidence of student learnis built on the idea of intervening early
ing. With a team’s development of quality
to prevent failure and to maximize the
assessments that are aligned to clear
effectiveness of grade level curriculum
learning targets, instructional decisions
and instruction.
that are relevant to individual students
are made possible. As such, reflections
Our mission of Success for Every Student on student learning pave the way for
aligns with the core values of RtI in that meaningful team discussions on effective
in order for students to be successful,
instructional approaches and necessary
high quality curriculum and instruction support systems to help students who
must be provided to all students and in- have not yet met the established learning
tervention support must also be available goals of the unit or the course.
for some students.
The formative component of assessments
Our fundamental role as a Professional is of particular importance to the RtI
Learning Community (PLC) prompts us process because it is only through targetto ask the following essential questions: ed, frequent, and timely measurement
of student learning that a determination
1. What exactly do we want all students should be made regarding additional supto learn?
port that a student may need to maximize
learning.
2. How will we know when they have
learned it?
In explaining the importance of formative
assessment in the RtI process, Buffum
3. How will we respond when some stu- et al. (2009) reinforced the idea that
dents do not learn?
without it, the work of teachers and teams
would be ineffectively squandered in that
There is no doubt that the first question decisions regarding what may be best for
of a PLC is answered through a collabo- students will not be informed by accurate
rative effort between academic divisions information that would have been made
and curriculum teams, and carried out
possible with formative assessments:
by the development of clearly articulated,
guaranteed and viable common curric- Without timely assessment information, a
school’s intervention program assumes a “buckulum.
shot” approach,

with teachers randomly “firing” broad intervention efforts and hoping that they “hit” a
few students. Frequent, formative common
assessments also provide the foundation for the
progress monitoring needed to properly implement response to intervention. (p.52)

It is important to note that RtI benefits
all and not just some students. Its core
value rests on the belief that all students
are capable and deserve high levels of
success. Like many other things that
contribute to the overall success of
students, its fidelity is dependent upon
collaboration of curriculum teams, and
the collective work of educators to develop assessment systems to guide the effort
of meeting the needs of students.
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The Learning Wheel
Effective Self-Evaluation
Jen Parisi and Andrea Siwik
Mathematics
The purpose of the Learning Wheel is to
provide students with an easily accessible
way to assess their level of comprehension on a given learning target. As we all
know, the first piece of having a formative assessment tool is to have learning
targets. However, in general, targets act
as a broad description of essential skills
and concepts we expect students to master. For many students, they hear and
understand what the target is; however,
they are uncertain of the action steps
needed to achieve mastery of the target.
Therefore, we designed the Learning
Wheel as a means to clearly articulate
the action steps, or learning components,
students should demonstrate in order to
achieve mastery of a target. The Learning Wheel also allows students to reflect
on their understanding of the learning
components needed to achieve full mastery of a specific target.

Students are asked to shade the component that demonstrates their understanding. The interesting part for us is when
we started using the wheels – as teachers
it was an all or nothing - either you understand the component completely and
shade it completely or you don’t understand it and leave it blank. It was our
students who came to us and said, “can’t
we shade it half way if we get it a little” –
to which we responded, “Yes – You Can!”
As the year continued, students started to
become better at “knowing what they do
not know.” In addition, we also provide
them with specific language that they can
use when asking for assistance. Students are no longer saying “I do not get
it.” They are able to identify the specific
action steps i.e. “I do not understand how
to identify the hypotenuse when doing
the Pythagorean theorem.”

However, throughout time, other benefits
of the Learning Wheel became apparent.
Learning Wheels are not only self-assessments tools, but they can be used
When creating the Learning Wheel
as exposure at the beginning of a new
for a unit, we begin with a title of the
unit by identifying to students the action
learning target at the top and then the
steps they need to perform in order
wheel is comprised of the learning
components that students need in order to achieve mastery of a specific target.
to achieve mastery of the target. As we Students will be told “today, we are going
to work on Target A:___________, in
have worked with the Learning Wheel,
we determined the most effective way to order to achieve mastery, you will need
to….________________.”
identify the learning components is to
look at the unit assessment. The learning
components are the action steps needed This has helped eliminate some of the
to achieve mastery of the “partial credit” mystery behind a target and clearly
communicates to students what they are
points on assessments.
expected to complete to attain mastery.
Implementing the Learning Wheel
The Learning Wheel as an Assessment Tool
Our initial purpose in implementing the
Finally, we also use the Learning Wheel as
Learning Wheel was to have students
a formative assessment tool. After an asuse it as a self-assessment tool. After a
sessment, the teacher completes an error
warm-up, students are told what target
analysis. The test is reviewed and shaded
they worked on and then the specific
in order to indicate the areas where
component(s) that they practiced.
Creating the Learning Wheel

students require additional remediation.
The orange shaded areas show partial
understanding of a target. While the red
areas show no understanding of the target. We find this to be, as Dylan Wiliams
says, “a way for the teacher clarifying,
sharing, and understanding learning
intentions and criteria for success.” We
“shade the wheels” for students earning
a C- or lower on assessments. However,
the remainder of the students are given
a “key” of the wheel as their cover page
and they color it themselves.
The piece that has resonated with us as
far as using this as a formative assessment tool is we did not have to make
more problems and find time to “do
more problems” nor did we have to
write specific feedback on their problems. Using the Learning Wheel as a
formative assessment tool has allowed
us to take what we already have and
simply communicate to students what
they know and what they need to learn.
This explicit communication to students
moves them from being “grade focused”
to “task focused.” When students do not
perform well on assessments, they know
exactly what they need to remediate in
order to master a particular target. This
type of feedback moves the students
learning forward.
As we move toward implementing state
mandated SLO’s (Student Learning
Objectives) in 2016-2017, rubrics are
needed to assess students growth. The
Learning Wheel is a student friendly communication rubric that both
students can use to self reflect on their
learning as well as teachers can use to
provide formative feedback.
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Why Curiosity Enhances Learning
Marianne Stenger - Edutopia
"The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existing." -- Albert Einstein
So what did these experiments 2. Curiosity makes subsequent
reveal? Here are two of the most learning more rewarding.
important findings.
Aside from preparing the
1. Curiosity prepares the brain brain for learning, curiosity
for learning.
can also make learning a more
rewarding experience for
While it might be no big surstudents.
prise that we're more likely to
remember what we've learned
The researchers found that
when the subject matter
when the participants’ curiosiintrigues us, it turns out that
ty had been sparked, there was
curiosity also helps us learn in- not only increased activity in
formation we don't consider all the hippocampus, which is the
Instilling students with a strong that interesting or important.
region of the brain involved in
desire to know or learn somethe creation of memories, but
The researchers found that,
thing is what every teacher
also in the brain circuit that is
lives for, and research has even once the subjects' curiosity
related to reward and pleahad been piqued by the right
shown that curiosity is just as
sure. This circuit is the same
question, they were better at
important as intelligence in
one that lights up when we
determining how well students learning and remembering
get something we really like,
do in school. But how much do completely unrelated informa- such as candy or money, and it
we really know about its role in tion. One of the study’s co-au- relies on dopamine, a “feelthors, Dr. Matthias Gruber,
the learning process?
good” chemical that relays
explains that this is because
messages between neurons
curiosity puts the brain in a
Your Brain Likes Curiosity
and gives us a sort of high.
state that allows it to learn and
Recently, researchers from the retain any kind of information, So not only will arousing
University of California, Davis like a vortex that sucks in what students’ curiosity help them
you are motivated to learn, and remember lessons that might
conducted a series of experiments to discover what exactly also everything around it.
otherwise go in one ear and
goes on in the brain when our
out the other, but it can also
So if a teacher is able to arouse make the learning experience
curiosity is aroused. For the
study, the researchers had par- students’ curiosity about some- as pleasurable as ice cream
ticipants rate how curious they thing they’re naturally motior pocket money. Of course,
vated to learn, they’ll be better most teachers already instincwere to learn the answers to
more than 100 trivia questions, prepared to learn things that
tively know the importance
they would normally consider of fostering inquisitive minds,
such as "What Beatles single
lasted longest on the charts, at boring or difficult. For instance, but to have science back it up
if a student struggles with math, is undeniably satisfying.
19 weeks?" or "What does the
term 'dinosaur' actually mean?" personalizing math problems
to match their specific interAt certain points throughout
Asking the Right Question
ests rather than using generic
the study, fMRI scans were
textbook questions could help Naturally, there are still a few
carried out to see what was
them better remember how to things that remain unclear
happening in the brain when
go about solving similar math
participants felt particularly
about curiosity’s role in learnproblems in the future.
curious about the answer to a
ing.
question.
It's no secret that curiosity
makes learning more effective
and enjoyable. Curious students not only ask questions,
but also actively seek out the
answers. Without curiosity,
Sir Isaac Newton would have
never formulated the laws of
physics, Alexander Fleming
probably wouldn't have discovered penicillin, and Marie
Curie's pioneering research on
radioactivity may not exist.

For one thing, scientists have
yet to determine its long-term
effects. For instance, if a student’s curiosity is stimulated
at the beginning of a school
day, will it help them better
absorb information all day
Another thing the researchers
are keen to investigate is why
some people are more naturally curious than others, and
which factors most influence
how curious we are.
For the moment, though,
these findings serve as a reminder that there is no such
thing as a dumb question,
because as cognitive scientist
Daniel Willingham notes in
his book Why Don’t Students
Like School?, it’s the question
that stimulates curiosity -being told the answer quells
curiosity before it can even
get going.
So rather than jumping
straight into the answers, let’s
try to start students off with
the sort of questions that
encourage them to do their
own seeking.
What questions tend to spark
greater curiosity among your
students?

Do you have enough of the
right evidence of student
learning?
For an analysis see Tony Reibel in 3042

Don’t Touch My Bucket Of Points!
Grading student learning
Doug Lillydahl
Communication Arts
As part of the exploration of making learning accessible and visible to teachers and students here at SHS the
Freshman Accelerated English Team has developed a
grading model that we think emphasizes the right things
to students-- but which challenges students to think
about their achievement differently. Namely, students
can’t rely on a bucket of points stashed safely away in
their lockers, and they must understand how to reliably
perform and improve the skills that are most valuable to
success.
The big difference? The FAE model uses the last three
performances of each given learning target to create a
projected (and ultimately final) grade.
There has been some friction with parents and students
around this concept, and it has been heightened a bit because this is different than the model they encounter in a
few other classes here at SHS. “It doesn’t count until the
end? That stresses me out!” and “What stops a student
from just sandbagging until the final 3 assessments?” are
two familiar challenges that are raised. As our teachers
have adjusted to addressing these questions, they have
increasingly avoided confirming “Yep, it is the last three
that count.” Without context and teacher over-communication of the rationale, the potential power of the
arrangement is eroded away.
So, what is the context and rationale that supports this
method? To begin, the skills that students are to display
are cross-cutting literacy skills for comprehending complex language, producing credible responses that fit an
audience and purpose, and otherwise participating in the
dialogues of the world.
Such basic skills are highlighted and then refined over
the course of the year-- with growing expectations for
achievement.

Students need to understand and “own” their personal
long-term growth for these targets-- it wouldn’t make
sense to allow a students to know by the end of 10
weeks of less challenging demands that their points
bucket nearly ensures an “A.” We care about the end of
journey achievement.
So why not just use the final assessment? This was
something we experimented with last year, and we
found that it did raise the stakes on one final assessment too much. Three has allowed us to distribute the
“pressure” around the opportunities while still holding the expectation that this is about reliable, stable
learning, not the “luck” of one strong/weak assessment
on a good/bad day. On the other hand, the very few
students who have tried to simply “turn it on at the
end” have lost the chance to check on and improve
their learning.
Do our students feel more permission to experiment
and take risks at the start of semester -- and thereby
learn more early on? Students should feel freer to experiment and stretch knowing that the earlier assessments are merely projections of their learning. By the
end, a timely and accurate picture of a student’s aptitude for the target will exist. So, we hope to encourage
that risk-taking growth, but spreading that attitude is
certainly a growth goal for our FAE team.
While this is a shift for “point bucket” strategists or
students who only have faith in their accumulation of
points and not in their own skill abilities, it is one that
feels right as a director and teacher. As we become
more consistent in our responses to student and parent concerns, and students recognize the rationale behind these decisions, another cultural tool to support
students in deep learning will strengthen.

Are you assessing ‘compliance’
instead of assessing ‘learning’?
Not Sure?
Begin this conversation with
your director today!

Well-Chosen “Hinge Questions” to Check for Student
Understanding
Harry Fletcher-Wood Improving Teaching, August 17, 2013
Marshall Memo #586 May 2015
In this Improving Teaching article, history teacher
Harry Fletcher-Wood explains the “hinge question”
– a carefully crafted check for understanding midway through a lesson to see if students grasp the
central concept, need to have it briefly clarified, or
need the teacher to start all over again. The four key
characteristics of good hinge questions, according to
British researcher Dylan Wiliam, are:
- They’re concise: students can respond in under two
minutes.
- The question is worded so that that students can’t
get the right answer for the wrong reasons; common
errors and misconceptions are made visible.
- The teacher can see responses from every student by
using mini-whiteboards, Plickers, clickers, or some
other form of all-class response system.

This risked disengaging… and reinforces the
importance of only trying to change two or three
things at once… Additionally, they allow me to
discuss and correct student misconceptions in a
safe environment for students to make mistakes –
because almost all of them will make mistakes at
some point.
“With more experience, I learned to predict student misconceptions and create learning activities
around them, to know when to move on with the
group and help individuals later, and, most powerfully, to activate students to explain, or debate,
with each other and work towards a conclusion.
At the simplest level, it involves breaking down
questions into sub-questions, enabling students to
isolate the characteristics of individual lessons.”
Here are some examples of hinge questions
from different subject areas, with students using
mini-whiteboards to display their answers:

- The teacher can assess the responses and decide what
• In a math lesson on unlike denominators: What is
to do in under 30 seconds.
a fraction between 1/6 and 1/7?
What were Fletcher-Wood’s reactions when he
started using these in his classes? “Hinge questions
• In a solar system lesson: How long does it take the
have transformed my teaching,” he says. “Firstly,
Earth to travel around the Sun? To spin once on its
and most dramatically, I learned far more about the axis?
errors students were making… Had I not ‘sought
• In a climate lesson: Why is the Earth colder in
error’ in this way, I would not have been aware of
areas further away from the equator?
these understandable misconceptions, nor would I
have been able to correct them.
The Earth orbits the Sun.
The Earth orbits the Sun at an angle.
“Secondly, it slowed teaching dramatically – indeed, The Earth is a sphere.
a handful of lessons were brought almost to a stand- still as I kept trying to talk through student miscon- The Earth has a hot core.
ceptions.

Are you using Mastery Manger
Online Rubrics?
Get Started Today. Visit Paul
Geigler in Office 6000

Your Assessments are Talking. Listen!
Harnessing the language of assessment
Sandra Wright
Social Studies Division
After a large assessment, a student who was struggling said
out loud “I guess I should have studied harder”. Ironically, this
was a student who took copious notes and was always actively
engaged in class practice. I knew if I could convince this type
of student to come in and meet one on one after an assessment,
we could, together, hone in on the areas where thinking or application of the concept drifted. I could work directly with the
student to develop specific suggestions on the types of practice,
or areas of content, that the student needed reworking, to affect
real change in understanding, or application, of the material. I
have always been frustrated by what I felt was my inability to
truly help these students on a larger scale. How could I offer
meaningful coaching to 150 different students in a semester?

The meaning of a score is no longer a mystery or a message
to just study harder but rather a clear indicator of where
they are at compared to where they want to be.

Multiple Choice Assessments Can Talk As Well

Now, even on a formative with multiple choice questions
I will ask students to identify why they picked the wrong
answer in order to get them thinking about what track
their thinking went down and also to see nuances between
an answer that has some correct information but is not
completely correct. My students sharpened their thinking
to distinguish the best answer, where before they might
narrow to two possible choices but guessed wrong. StuAssessments should ‘talk’ about more than scores
dents could see the big picture and believed me when I said,
“this is a good one to get wrong because it shows that you
I started thinking about my assessments in two different ways. do have command of the concept to a high level and we are
What were the assessments telling me? What were they telling now getting into nuanced details.” One student said to me,
my students? Students looked at an assessment and saw 9/10 or “That is nice and all but how do I get this question right?”
“I got number 7 wrong.” As a teacher, I look at a student’s work Now I ask students to use their reflections to see what parts
and see patterns, or identify a level of understanding. Could
of a concept they are getting right, not did you get number
it be possible for students to see this as well? I still use a lot of
7 right or wrong on the test. The formative assessments now
the same assessments but now I put them together differently
are part of a collection of assessments where we can see
in smaller chunks. Assessments are no longer scores in a grade patterns and repeated mastery versus non-mastery.
book but rather a place for kids to see where they are at and
identify what steps they need to move forward. I use formaWhy ‘Talking’ Assessments Work
tives daily to take a pulse of where students are at so we can
Now we discuss the distance the student must travel to
check in and make changes as soon as possible. This includes
reach the best answer. Is this easy to do with 150 students
illustrating the desired state and what levels students are at.
every day? Not yet but I have found that taking 2-4 minutes
For example, I ask the students to identify the ideal execution
after providing feedback as to desired state on the assessof the target; self assess, and sketch a plan to close the gap. This ment multiple times a week is doable and worth every “lost”
self-reflection has led to more in depth conversations about
minute of instructional time on content. It has become so
their thinking and misconceptions.
valuable that there is at least one day a week that is all about
completing a formative assessment, comparing student
Talking assessments can promote better reflection
work to the desired state, identifying areas of mastery and
non-mastery, and then giving students a chance to compose
Student reflection moved from superficial questions such as,
their own feedback. Yes, they may be studying harder, but
“How did you do on this concept?” to specific reflections of “
more importantly they are studying with more purpose and
How well were you able to use the economic model to illustrate clearer goals. At that point students are half way home.
the changes in the market?”
This often includes a checklist for students to reference in order
to decide what level of proficiency they are at on the scaled
target. Students now increase both their command of the material and ownership of the learning processes.

Want to be the coolest kid on the
DATA block?
Visit Joe Pine in Office 6000

Classrooms as PLCs:
Aligning Assessment with Professional Standards to Transform the Classroom
Jenessa Gerber
Social Studies
Being both a student and practitioner
of history for the last six years has been
the most formative professional development of my career, and the most
impactful on my philosophy of assessment in the classroom. Throughout
graduate school, my students’ learning
experience has increasingly mirrored my
own by focusing on engagement in the
process of doing historical work, and by
holding them to professional standards
in the field. Since I began aligning my
students’ assessments with the same professional standards to which I have been
held, the classroom has become a place
of process-oriented learning and product-oriented assessment. The goal of
my course, as is the goal of professional
historians, is to make students conscientious of process – including critical reading, synthesis, and collaboration – and
empowered by the production of original
work. Much like a professional learning
community, students learn to be better
young historians together. Assessment
happens at the point where engagement
in a process culminates in a product that
has enduring meaning for the student,
and using professional standards of
assessment as a measure of authenticity
makes that possible.

learning in history, I first need to reorient
my students’ learning towards professionally aligned objectives. I recognize that
few of my students will actually pursue
history professionally, so there is also
the work of demonstrating the enduring
qualities to their new learning objectives,
such the ability to recognize bias, synthesize information, and pursue meaningful
inquiries about the past by gathering
quality evidence. Essentially, this requires
a cultural shift from asking students,
“What do you know?” towards “What can
you do?”

Taking the time to reorient our students’
learning objectives and assessments
towards professional standards – albeit,
modified and differentiated for their
learning capacities and interests – not
only authenticates their experiences, but
is also the most transformative way to
make a classroom active, collaborative,
and inquiry-driven. If we assess our
students on what they can do (or by what
historians, doctors, lawyers, or analysts,
etc., can do), then our classrooms become
labs, courtrooms, or startup boardroom
meetings. In my field, historians spend
a bit of their professional time reading
history books, mainly for the purpose of
collaborating with their colleagues, and
a vast majority of it making, or doing,
However, one of the most significant
history. So in the classroom, students do
challenges I face in my role as a history
read a bit about the past, but spend most
teacher is that nearly all of my students
have no idea what historians do profes- of their time engaged in the process of
examining source evidence for meansionally. Consequently, they have little
ing, context, and reliability. Likewise,
idea how historical skills are profeshistorians are assessed by their colleagues
sionally valuable and transferrable, or
and mentors on the accuracy, credibility,
essential to healthy citizenship. Most
organization, and persuasion of their
immediately for their instruction, it
means they enter my classroom lacking research-based claims. So in the classan accurate sense of learning outcomes, room my students are assessed by the
exact same standards. Of course, when
or for the types of tasks, processes, and
assessments that ought to be expected of we assess using professional standards the
one who is practicing the craft. General- actual question we ask our students is,
ly, they expect to be assessed on their ac- “What can you do with what you know?”
cumulation of content. Therefore, before Students, however, need only basic factual
foundations to prepare for engagement
I can teach and assess my students’

in historical thinking and creating,
which, in turn, deepens their content
knowledge far beyond what more traditional assessment standards require.
Surely as professionals must develop
factual expertise in their field in order to
create, students do need content foundations. While these content foundations also need assessing, those become
assessments for the purpose of measuring preparedness for engagement and
collaboration, rather than an assessment
of growth towards, and achievement of,
the course learning objectives. If I failed
to propel them beyond an assessment
of historical literacy (do you know your
historical facts?), towards an assessment
of what they can create with those facts
(can you craft and refute a historical argument?) then I haven’t suggested much
of a purpose for those facts, or provided
a compelling purpose for their learning.
A realignment of history classrooms
with professional skills is not free of
controversy. After all, one goal of public
education is to provide our citizens a
common understanding of, and identity
within, the world. But, when classrooms
become spaces of doing rather than
knowing, students, too, engage with
issues of identity, civic responsibility,
and values. Ultimately, as their professional mentor, I have to negotiate my
dual roles as both a historian and public
school teacher, and remain in control
of quality, balanced resources to pursue
meaningful, and sometimes controversial, inquiries. No matter what our field,
authentic assessment transforms teachers
into curators and mentors of the learning
process, and makes us more conscientious of our own choices when it comes
to curriculum. Our students, in turn, are
transformed into mentees and members
of a professional learning community,
collaborating to produce evidence of
enduring and valuable skills.

Do you have an
assessment story
to tell?

Please contact Tony Reibel in 3042
to submit for the next publication
of The Assessor.
areibel@d125.org
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